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Abstract—The paper focuses on optimization vector content

feature for the music recommendation system. For the pur-

pose of experiments a database is created consisting of ex-

cerpts of music files. They are assigned to 22 classes corre-

sponding to different music genres. Various feature vectors

based on low-level signal descriptors are tested and then op-

timized using correlation analysis and Principal Component

Analysis (PCA). Results of the experiments are shown for the

variety of feature vectors. Also, a music recommendation sys-

tem is presented along with its main user interfaces.

Keywords—feature vectors, music classification, music infor-

mation retrieval, music parameterization, Principal Component
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1. Introduction

There are a few approaches to music classification within
the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) area. The present
prevailing MIR research study paradigm is based on low-
level parametrization. For that purpose the MPEG 7 stan-
dard, Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) or,
finally, parameters suggested by researchers in [1]–[11]
are commonly used. This concerns also music services
which employ their own solutions for music parametriza-
tion [12]. The second approach, especially in many on-line
services, i.e., social music networking systems in record la-
bels as well as in record companies utilizes metadata such
as for example: music genres, album name, date of the al-
bum release, names of artists, length of a particular song,
lyrics, etc., to query by artists or music genres. The most
important research in the MIR domain is related to the
content-based retrieval. In particular, Query-by-Category
utilizes musical style, genre, mood/emotion of a musical
piece in music retrieval. Representation of such are so-
cial networking systems or music services as for example:
iTunes [13], Amazon [14], Lastfm [15], Pandora [12].
However, even though music services deal effectively with
music search, there is no common parametrization and
classification system underlying these services. Moreover,
in research, there exists a problem with comparing var-
ious algorithms and the low-level parameters effective-
ness in this field since authors/services use different music
databases, different taxonomy and music excerpts of differ-
ent lengths, etc.
The paper first discusses the experiments and the effec-
tiveness analysis of music genre classification. For the
purpose of this research a music service was created with
a database of more than 50,000 songs divided into 22 gen-

res. Music genre classification is based on low-level feature
vectors, optimization using correlation analysis and Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) and, on decision algo-
rithms. The tests were performed with an external appli-
cation that uses the algorithms implemented in the music
recommendation service. Lastly, the music database along
with its user interfaces which was made for the music ser-
vice is described.

2. Experiments

2.1. Low-level Descriptors

The first step in experiments consisted in searching for
low-level descriptors. Some of the previously by the au-
thors used parameters [8], [15], [16] were reviewed, thus
system original version includes the following parame-
ters: 127 descriptors of the MPEG-7 standard: Audio Spec-
trum Centroid (ASC), Audio Spectrum Spread (ASS),
Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM), Audio Spectrum Enve-
lope (ASE), Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
(40 descriptors: mean values and variances calculated from
the 20 MFCC values) and 24 dedicated parameters: zero
threshold-crossing rates, i.e., beat histogram. Parameter
vector includes 191 descriptors. It should also be noted
that all parameters are normalized for range (–1, +1) [8],
[15], [16].
MFCC parameters utilize linear and logarithmic frequency
scales that perceptually approximates frequency scales. It
uses the range division from 0 to approx. 6700 Hz into
40 sub-bands with the first 13 being linear sub-bands with
an equal bandwidth of 66.6667 Hz, and the remaining
27 being the logarithmic part of the scale with bandwidth
ascending by 1.0711703 and increasing center frequencies
(typically approx. linear f < 1 kHz; logarithmic above
that). Therefore the number of the MFCC coefficients
is 40: 20 PAR MFCC parameters are calculated as arith-
metic means, while 20 PAR MFCCV parameters are cal-
culated as variances of these coefficients calculated in all
the segments.

2.2. Correlation Analysis

A large feature vector has some advantages, but also many
disadvantages, such as for example the parameter separa-
bility problem. A variety of descriptors may allow for an
easier differentiating between classifies genres. However an
important aspect of the parametrization effectiveness anal-
ysis is reducing the feature vector redundancy. That’s why
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the analysis starting point was the examination of param-
eter vector separability. One of techniques used for this
purpose is correlation analysis, which involves calculating
the covariance matrix, and then the correlation matrix. The
last step is interpreting the individual coefficients based on
t-Student’s statistics. With this one can determine which
parameters can be considered redundant. By denoting the
correlation coefficient calculated for x1, x2, . . . , xn of pa-
rameter x and for y1, y2, . . . , yn of parameter y with Rxy,
it is possible calculate the statistics having the decompo-
sition of t-Student with n-2 degree of freedom, using the
equation:

t =
Rxy

√

1−R2
xy

·
√

n−2 , (1)

where: n – the number of parameter vectors.

A smaller vector, resulting from the correlation analysis
was checked on the ISMIS database serving for the ISMIS
2010 conference contest. The contest results for classifica-
tion of music genres were encouraging, with effectiveness
approx. 80–90% [6]. The next step was to test the effec-
tiveness of this vector, containing a number of features re-
duced to 173, because of the lower sampling frequency of
22050 Hz for the Synat database. In the first tests, the ef-
fectiveness was low. However, when the authors listened to
random song excerpts in the Synat database, it turned out
that the songs collected by the music robot is not uniform,
which means that the songs are often not properly assigned
to the appropriate genre. It was therefore decided to op-
timize database parametrization. To this end, a database
of 11 of the most distinctive/characteristic music genres
(Blues, Classical, Country, Dance&DJ, Jazz, Hard Rock &
Metal, NewAge, Pop, Rap & Hip-Hop, R&B, and Rock)
was prepared with three new parameter vectors proposed
for them.
Parametrization included the following steps:

– downloading an excerpt of a recording with a dura-
tion of approximately 26 s,

– conversion to a 22050 Hz monophonic signal (right,
left channel summing),

– segmentation into 8192 samples, i.e., 2 to the power
of 13, due to the need for the FFT algorithm for
spectral analysis,

– calculating Fourier spectra with a sample rate of 4410
samples (time equal to 0.2 s), and using a Blackman
window, hence the overlap size equal to 3782 sam-
ples,

– calculating the power spectrum using a logarithmic
scale for each segment.

Due to the sampling frequency of 22050 Hz, the fre-
quency resolution for the Fourier analysis is 2.692 Hz
and the analysis band reaches 9986.53 Hz. The en-
tire available frequency band is divided into sub-
bands of increasing width directly proportional to

the centre frequencies. The first sub-band has a cen-
tre frequency of 100 Hz. The nonlinearity coeffi-
cient 1.194, borrowed from the König scale that de-
fines the ratio of the width of the subsequent sub-
bands in the entire analyzed frequency range was
used.

– calculating the spectrograms in the above-described
scale followed by cepstrograms by calculating cep-
stral coefficients Ci according to the discrete cosine
transform [17]:

Ci =
N

∑
j=1

logE j cos
(π i

N
( j−0.5)

)

, (2)

where: i – number of a cepstral coefficient, E j –
energy of the j-th sub-band of the filter bank, N –
number of (filter) channels in the filter bank.

– calculating statistical moments to 3, inclusive of in-
dividual cepstral coefficients representing sub-vectors
being parts of the full 2048-long parameter vector.

Mean value mi, i.e. the moment of the first order for the
i-th cepstral coefficient is calculated with the Eq. (3) [18]:

mi =
1
K

K

∑
k=0

Ci(k) , (3)

where: K – number of segments, Ci(k) – value of the i-th
cepstral coefficient for segment k.

Variance and skewness, i.e. moments of the second and
third order for the ith cepstral coefficient are calculated
with the Eq. (4) [18]:

Mi(n) =
1
K

K

∑
k=0

[

Ci(k)−mi
]n

, (4)

where: i – number of a cepstral coefficient, n – order of
the moment (2nd or 3rd).

For cepstral parameters, each sub-vector has a length equal
to the number of segments. However, their number is equal
to the number of cepstral coefficients (cepstrum order) = 16.
The vector length is 2048 which consists of 16 sub-vectors
with 128 values each. The resulting cepstrogram can be
converted into a shorter vector in several ways, such as
by delta, trajectory or statistical transformation. The pilot
studies showed that the transformation based on the sta-
tistical analysis proved to be the most effective. It should
be noted that the full vector with a length of 2048 was
also tested, but proved to be ineffective in the classification
process. Also, based on the cepstrograms, the statistical pa-
rameters of individual cepstral coefficients was determined:
statistical moments. The authors used three statistical pa-
rameters: average value (arithmetic mean), variance and
skewness. This number is the optimization result. In this
way, each sub-vector is described by three numbers, re-
sulting in a major data reduction, that is, a shortening of
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parameter vectors. Finally, parameter vectors have a length
of 48 = 3×16.
Another tested feature vector was based on fuzzy logic,
taking into account to what degree a particular song belongs
to particular genres. In this case, each object in a database
is described by x numbers, which are the distances from
the centroids of all x classes. This is allows for further
data reduction. Approximation of membership functions is
based on the histograms of the objects distances from the
intrinsic class centroid, according to the Eq. (5):

Fp(x) = 1 for x < g

Fp(x) = exp
[

−d(x−g)
]

for x > g , (5)

where: g is limit value that can be interpreted as the dis-
tance value of overall (almost 100%) objects in a particular
class from the centroid of this class, d – coefficient depen-
dent (inversely proportional) on standard these distances
deviation.

In this way, one can obtain the intrinsic membership func-
tion for each class. The membership function value can be
interpreted as the quotient of the number of objects more
distant from a given argument by the all objects of a given
class number.

2.3. Testing Feature Vector Effectiveness

Experiments were performed with some available methods
to improve the classification efficiency in the context of
recognizing musical genres. That’s why the part of a song
influence to be analyzed was checked by employing various
parameter k values in the kNN algorithm, on the other at
the later stage hand the Principal Component Analysis was
used to reduce the parameters redundancy.
The tests were performed with an external application
that uses decision algorithms implemented in the Synat
service:

– fuzzy logic,

– kNN, a minimum-distance classifier, where k value
is the items number included in the decision-making
process, thus using an 11-element vector param-
eter (kNN11) and a 48-element vector parameter
(kNN48).

For the experiments, two database were used, namely:
a 1100-song database (songs composed that are not present
in the Synat database) containing 100 songs from each
of the 11 selected most uniform genres, and the Synat
database. Table 1 shows the songs number in the 1100
and the Synat databases for the analyzed genres.
Pilot tests were carried out using the “leave-one-out” pro-
cedure and NN classifier, following prior normalization of
parameters 〈−1, +1〉. The tests focused on the selected
parameters from vector 173. The authors tested selected
parameter groups (ASE, SFM, MFCC, dedicated parame-
ters: beat histogram), as well as other individual parameters
such as centroids and spectrum centroid variances.

Table 1
Number of songs in the databases: “1100” and Synat

Genre
Size of the song databases

1100 Synat

Pop (P) 100 5976
Rock (Ro) 100 4957
Country (Co) 100 3007
R&B (RB) 100 2907
Rap & Hip-Hop (Ra) 100 2810
Classical (Cl) 100 2638
Jazz (J) 100 2543
Dance & Dj (D) 100 2289
New Age (N) 100 2122
Blues (B) 100 1686
Hard Rock & Metal (H) 100 1175

Total 1100 32110

The tests results showed that the best classification per-
formance is displayed by the MFCC parameters group
[19], [20]. These were the mean values and variances
of 20 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients calculated from
40 power spectrum sub-bands distributed over the fre-
quency scale in a combined linear and logarithmic man-
ner. The linear part related to the band lower part, while
the logarithmic part concerned the frequency band upper
part. This led us to checking how a division of the given
band influences the classification mel-frequency cepstral
parameters performance. Furthermore, it should be veri-
fied whether the higher statistical moments parameters such
as skewness and kurtosis can be included in the resulting
vector. Pilot tests confirmed that the best frequency band
division is a fully logarithmic one, and the maximum statis-
tical moment order should be 3 (skewness). Therefore, for
further research the 48-element vector containing 16 fre-
quency sub-bands is used.
Further experiments were designed to identify which of
30-second song fragments provides the most characteristic
information for the entire song for effective genre recog-
nition. Four song fragments was analyzed: intro, the first
half middle (middle1), the second half middle (middle2)
and the song middle (middle). Doing parametrization for
the song final section was deemed irrelevant since songs
are faded out coming to the end. It should be noted that
this is a very important research part due to the fact that the
music databases often store 30-second song fragments (the
copyright aspect). For this experiments part, a database
with 1100 songs is used.
Figure 1 shows the effectiveness of music genre recognition
within the collection of 1100 songs for the analyzed song
fragment. For comparison of results, the kNN algorithm
was tested using two parameter vectors: 11 and 48. The
best results were achieved for the middle of the songs first
half. The maximum increase in the classification efficiency
was 56% compared with the song intro. All classifiers
achieve higher scores when testing further song fragments
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in relation to the initial section. Using the shorter parameter
vector for the kNN algorithm reduces the classification effi-
ciency by 7 percentage points, on average. In the best case,
the song classification efficiency was 45%, so in compari-
son with common test sets the score should be considered
low [21]. For further experiments, a 30-second fragment
of the first part song middle.

Beginning (Intro) Middle 1 Middle 2Middle

Music excerpt
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Fig. 1. Genre classification results for the song fragments.

Another aspect leading to improving the classification ef-
fectiveness is the resulting vector optimization due to the
minimum-distance classifiers used. As mentioned earlier,
in the first run, min-max parameters for range 〈−1, +1〉
were normalized. This means that the parameters weights
are aligned, but this assumption should be regarded only as
a starting point for optimization activities.
Proper selection of parameter weights is key to maximiz-
ing the effectiveness of kNN classifier. Therefore, an opti-
mization procedure for determining feature vector weights
is developed. It involves kNN classifier multiple use on
the parameters basis with simultaneous systematic changes
of weight values. Weight vector at this procedure starting
point is aligned, and all weights are equal to 1. The next
optimization steps involve changing the individual weights
values by in plus and in minus increments assumed apriori.
Resulting for this, kNN classifier forms a confusion ma-
trix, and in each optimization step it is necessary to assess
whether there was an in plus or an in minus change. In
the described optimization system, these criteria were ap-
plied to the value of the κ coefficient with the following
equation [22]:

κ =

N ·
r
∑

i=1
xii −

r
∑

i=1
(xi+ · x+i)

N2 −
r
∑

i=1
(xi+ · x+i)

, (6)

where: N – the number of all the objects in the database,
r – number of classes, xii – values on the main diago-
nal, xi+ – sum in rows (TP + FN), x+i – sum in columns
(TP + FP).

Acronims used: TP – correct indication of the distinguished
class (TP – true positive), FP – incorrect indication of the
distinguished class (FN – false positive).

The aim of the optimization is to maximize the κ value,
which is a classifier quality measure. Weight values are
changed up to the moment when subsequent small changes

of the weight do not cause improvement. Therefore, a se-
ries of optimization is used where weight increases and
decreases become smaller in the consecutive steps. Opti-
mization begins with changes +100% and –50%, and suc-
cessively after reduction by a factor of 2

3 in each step, stop
at 3%. The algorithm is implemented in 10 steps.
Further experiments were divided into three parts:

– examining the classification effectiveness of selected
decision algorithms using the Synat database,

– examining the effects of k parameter changes in the
kNN algorithm for the 1100-song database,

– examining the classification effectiveness for 6 music
genres for both Synat and 1100-song databases.

For the classifiers training phase, 70% of the collections in
Table 1 was used, while for the testing phase 30%. Song
fragments used in the study were taken from the first part
of the song middle.
Below are the test results for the following classifiers: fuzzy
logic, kNN11, kNN48. The classification results are pro-
vided in Figs. 2–9. The first one of the analyzed algo-
rithms, fuzzy logic, draws on the membership function.
During the tests, each 11 classes (music genres) received
its membership function by which the elements of test sets
are assigned. Classification effectiveness before and af-
ter optimization for the fuzzy logic classifier are presented
in Fig. 2. Average gain resulting from the optimization is
2.5%. For most genres, the average gain ranges between
2% to 3%. The best recognition performance is obtained
for Classical (64.44%), and the worst for Blues (16.61%).
The biggest gain after optimization was recorded for Hard
Rock & Metal, and is 5.5%.

fuzzy logic before fuzzy logic after
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Fig. 2. Classification effectiveness for fuzzy logic based classifier
before and after optimization for the Synat database, denotation
as shown in Table 1.

For the tests with the kNN algorithm, k = 15 is used. The
algorithm was tested in two parameter vector variants: 11
and 48. Figure 3 shows test results for vector 11, while
Fig. 4 shows test results for vector 48. The total classifi-
cation kNN11 algorithm efficiency is 38%, which makes
it comparable with the fuzzy logic algorithm. Gain after
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optimization is very low, at a negligible 0.5% level. For
the short parameter vector, optimization gives less gain.
The best recognition performance is obtained for Classi-
cal (63.68%), and the worst for Pop (14.89%) and Blues
(15.03%), see Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Classification effectiveness for the kNN11 classifier k=15
before and after optimization for the Synat database, denotation
as in Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Classification effectiveness for the kNN48 classifier k=15
before and after optimization for the Synat database, denotation
as in Table 1.

The classifier variant with the longer parameter vector
is the most effective decision algorithm among the ones
tested. The total classification efficiency is 45%. The op-
timizations give percentage gain in genre recognition per-
formance. As for kNN11 and fuzzy logic, the best results
are obtained for Classical (71.9%), and the worst for Pop
(19.02%) and Blues (19.57%).
The first stage of tests on the parameter vectors optimization
confirmed that changing the parameter vectors weights was
appropriate. The gain in relation to the main results is most
visible for the best classification results.
Overall, the best of the tested algorithms is kNN48. How-
ever, its characteristic feature is a large values spread. There
are genres that are recognized with the efficiency of 20%
and 70% in a single test set. The genre that is recognized
best of all in the Synat database is Classical. For further
work on the optimization of parameter vectors, kNN48 al-
gorithm is to be used.

Subsequent tests were designed to determine the optimal
value for k parameter in kNN algorithm with the 48-ele-
ment parameter vector. The tests were carried out for the
1100-song database for three k values: 4, 11, 15. Using the
reduced song database allowed for comparing optimization
performance for smaller collections of songs that authors
listened to. Figure 5 shows classification results for this
test. Using the reduced training database improved the
optimization performance by 56.97%, a 7% improvement
in relation to the Synat database. In relation to the Synat
database, the best recognizable music genres changed. This
may indicate improper assignment. During the experiments,
the effects of the k parameter on the optimization per-
formance result was examined. As the parameter value
decreases, the music genre classification performance in-
creases after parameter vector optimization. For k = 4,
the overall performance is 56.97%.
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Fig. 5. Classification effectiveness for the kNN48 classifier k=15
before and after optimization for the 1100-song database, denota-
tion as in Table 1.

The results show that parameter optimization weights is
a way to improve the classification results. Genres rec-
ognized more effectively achieve better scores after result
optimization. The Synat database contains over 32,000
songs, making it impossible to check (by listening to them)
the assignment accuracy of all the songs to corresponding
genres. This is reflected in the training process conducted
incorrectly for classifiers in the decision algorithms. The
large set size has a negative impact on the optimization of
parameter vectors.
Table 2 shows a results summary for variable value of k pa-
rameter. The genre that is recognized best of all is Rock and
Hard Rock & Metal. The performance over 90% is com-
parable to the results which were achieved for common test
sets [23]. This shows that there is great potential in genre
classification solutions that use minimum-distance classi-
fiers coupled with parameter weights optimization. The
optimal the k parameter value which yields the best weight
optimization results is 4.
Next tests aimed at investigating the reducing effects the
number of classes (music genres) on the classification ef-
fectiveness. The initial set of 22 genres had been reduced
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Table 2
Percentage of recognition efficiency for music genres

in the 1100-song database using k parameter
of the kNN algorithm

Genre
k = 15 k = 4

Before After After After

Pop 23.33 26.67 40.00 50.00
Rock 80.00 93.33 96.67 93.33
Country 60.00 66.67 70.00 66.67
R&B 20.00 23.33 36.67 50.00
Rap & Hip-Hop 23.33 36.67 40.00 53.33
Classical 23.33 33.33 40.00 40.00
Jazz 30.00 30.00 36.67 36.67
Dance & DJ 56.67 60.00 60.00 66.67
New Age 70.00 73.33 70.00 66.67
Blues 36.67 50.00 46.67 36.67
Hard Rock & Metal 80.00 80.00 73.33 66.67

Total 45.76 52.12 55.45 56.97

during the pilot tests to 11. Further tests were conducted
using 6 genres. The sets size is presented in Table 1.
For further tests, the following genres was selected: Clas-
sical, Dance & DJ, Hard Rock & Metal, Jazz, Rap & Hip-
Hop, and Rock. The authors compared 1100-song and
Synat databases using the kNN48 classifier. The results
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 6. Classification effectiveness for the kNN48 classifier k=15
before and after optimization for the Synat database for the re-
duced number of classes (genres), denotation as in Table 1.

Classification effectiveness for songs in the Synat database
including 6 genres is 16% higher after optimization than
for 11 genres with optimization (see Fig. 6). Rock – poor
recognition performance in the Synat database (27.23%);
after optimizing the classes number and parameter weights,
its recognition performance amounts to 70%. The gen-
res that were effectively recognized before changing the
classes number continue to be properly classified after op-
timization. Similar results as for the Synat database can be
observed in tests carried out for the 1100-song database.
The average classification effectiveness improved in rela-
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Fig. 7. Classification effectiveness for the kNN48 classifier k=15
before and after optimization for the 1100-song database with
6 genres, denotation as in Table 3.

tion to the tests without optimization by 32% and amounts
to 77.22%. The overall result is similar to those obtained
for common test databases [21]. After optimizations, Clas-
sical genre recognition performance is 100%. The sum-
mary comparing the resulting classification effectiveness
for 6 genres is shown in Table 3.

Table 3
Percentage of recognition efficiency for music genres

in the 1100-song database using k parameter
of the kNN algorithm

Genre
Synat 1100

Before After After After

Rock (Ro) 27.23 68.19 83.33 90.00
Rap & Hip-Hop (Ra) 72.24 84.46 90.00 93.33
Classical (Cl) 69.88 83.02 96.67 100.00
Jazz (J) 41.55 57.02 63.33 80.00
Dance & DJ (D) 17.19 28.11 50.00 70.00
Hard Rock & Metal (H) 61.56 66.95 23.33 30.00

Total 48.27 64.62 67.78 77.22

The experiments conducted confirm the need for optimiza-
tion of data to be classified. In the tests, weights in param-
eter vectors and the number of music genres (classes) have
been optimized. Another important aspect in developing
automatic music genre recognition systems is to prepare
a training set accurately.

2.4. PCA-based Feature Vector Optimization

The last method for increasing the efficiency of the music
genre classification, which was used in the tests is the Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) method, which operates
on the data variances. This method reduces the data amount
to be classified on the basis of their correlation. As a result,
this method creates a smaller parameters number, which is
a linear old data combination and the PCA values. Princi-
pal components can be determined as a linear observable
variables combination. Successive components explain the
decreasing amount of the total variables variance. Reduc-
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ing the feature space dimension and organizing them into
subsets is useful mainly because of the reducing possibil-
ity the variables number. Also this allows for a simplified
interpretation of the relationship between the components
and the features adopted ordering [25].
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Fig. 8. Classification effectiveness for the kNN48 classifier k=15
after PCA method optimization for the Synat database for a re-
duced number of classes (genres).
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Fig. 9. Classification effectiveness for the kNN48 classifier k=15
after PCA method optimization for the 1100 database for a reduced
number of classes (genres), denotation as in Table 3.

The tests were carried out as before with the most effective
kNN algorithm use on both Synat and 1100 databases. Six
music genres were used in experiments, as before. The five
PCA vectors were of size: 7, 14, 20, 29 and 35. The ap-
plication of the PCA significantly improved the efficiency
of musical genres classification. The detailed results are
presented in Figs. 8 and 9. The use of the redundancy
reduction of the data makes the classification efficiency is
increased by 20 pp. The effectiveness of recognition the
Synat set is lower than the 1100 by 20 pp. The increase
classification efficiency is consistent with the increasing
number of parameters PCA (data). It should be noted that
when employing 14 PCA parameters, this achieved 90% in
classification for the 1100 data set.
In Figs. 10 and 11 the results divided by music genres
are presented. Currently, all genres are recognized with at
least 70% efficiency for the tested data set. The highest

increase in the classification effectiveness was achieved for
the Dance&DJ and Hard Rock & Metal genres. This is re-
flected by better these classes separability after performing
the linear combination reduction. In Fig. 11, the classifi-
cation efficiency increase of the PCA method compared to
weight parameter value regardless of the tested data set can
be observed. For most genres this is clearly visible.
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Fig. 10. Classification effectiveness rise for the kNN48 classifier
k = 15 after PCA method optimization for the Synat database for
the reduced number of classes (genres), denotation as in Table 3.
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Fig. 11. Classification effectiveness rise for the kNN48 classifier
k = 15 after PCA method optimization for the 1100 data set for
the reduced number of classes (genres), denotation as in Table 3.

The tests performed using the PCA method show that
one can effectively identify genres, on a large number
database (Synat). After using the PCA method classifica-
tion effectiveness for the Synat database is above 80% and
for the 1100 data set above 95%. The result should be clas-
sified as very good. All of the tested music genres after
the PCA performance were recognized with a very good
effectiveness.

3. Music Service

3.1. Description of the System

As mentioned before, the Synat music service encompass-
es approximately 32,000 30-second song fragments allo-
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Fig. 12. Home page of the Synat database website.

cated to 22 music genres: Alternative Rock, Blues, Broad-
way&Vocalists, Children’s Music, Christian&Gospel, Clas-
sic Rock, Classical, Country, Dance&DJ, Folk, Hard
Rock&Metal, International, Jazz, Latin Music, Miscella-
neous, New Age, Opera&Vocal, Pop, Rap&Hip-Hop, Rock,
R&B, and Soundtracks. The database contains additional
metadata, such as: artist name, album name, genre and
song title. In addition to the items listed in the database,
songs include also track number, recording year and other
parameters typically used for annotation of recordings.
The music service utilizes a number of technologies, among
which are:

– Debian 6.0 Squeeze AMD64 – for server software
and basic programming libraries;

– IPtables Guarddog – protects the system against
unauthorized access from the Internet;

– Apache httpd FastCGI mod fcgid – the service is im-
plemented as a fcgid application running in the pop-
ular Apache http server environment;

– Firebird 2.5/3.0 – database server stores information
on song metadata, as well as their parameters and
metrics;

– FFmpeg – converts audio files to wav format. This
is required for the libsndfile library to read samples
for subsequent song parametrization, etc.

3.2. User Interfaces

This section presents graphical user interfaces of the music
recognition system with the associated music genres. Home
page (Fig. 12), available to all users visiting the website,
allows for:

– getting acquainted with the idea of the project/ser-
vice,

– signing in for users with an active account,

– signing up for new users,

– going to the Synat project website.

The signed/logged-in user will be redirected to the subpage
where they can select an audio file for music classifica-
tion analysis (Fig. 13). One can choose a file either from
their own computers or from the Synat music database.
Synat service accepts all of audio files to be analyzed. Af-
ter loading, the file can be played back with a simple player
supporting playback. Another useful system feature is that
the user can choose the feature vector that is to be used in
further processing. There is information about the recom-
mended audio file format to be uploaded. The page show-
ing the results allows for playing the song and reading the
pie chart showing the degree to which the song belongs to
the given genre (Fig. 13). The page displays also a list with
recommended songs. A recommended songs list contains
files that are to some extent similar to the uploaded file.
The similarity is determined and based on the parametric
distance between files. This recommended songs list sorts
in order from closest to farthest.

The list returns results according to the k value in the kNN
algorithm. In addition to the track name meta data are
also shown. The user can also explore and search songs
within the Synat database only. The inquiry to the system
can either be made by a favorite genre or a song. The
user can listen to the chosen song or download the feature
vector assigned to it. The Synat service includes also the
extensive help site, which contains answers to frequently
asked questions.
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Fig. 13. Subpage with the music genre recognition and analysis result.

4. Conclusions

The main conclusion for the experiments performed is that
optimizing both the feature vector and classification algo-
rithm is essential, specifically for a larger music databases.
Music genre classification solutions cover a number of sys-
tems that when used with common test sets (GZTAN [23],
ISMIR [11], MIREX [10]) achieve efficiency above 80%.
However, the size of these sets is approximately 1000 songs.
Therefore, it is difficult to compare the proposed solu-
tions effectiveness within the study performed by the au-
thors since one needs to consider the analyzed music frag-
ment length, a test set and the capacity of such a classi-
fier to learn and improve. Moreover, in most cases, music
databases contain 20- to 30-second recordings fragments.
The studies have shown that the optimal fragment for test-
ing the genre recognition effectiveness is a song first part
middle.

At the current state of the research, the best results with
the Synat database were achieved for the vector contain-
ing 48 parameters. The tests confirmed that optimizing
input data is beneficial. Assigning weights to parameters,
reducing the classes number and using the PCA method
substantially increased the classification the kNN algo-
rithm effectiveness. This resulted in approximately 90%
genre classification effectiveness. PCA significantly re-
duced the data number and was easy to implement. In
the presented solution PCA is incorporated as the music
recognition system part. The current automatic music genre

recognition effectiveness achieved in the experiments final
phase is acceptable, and further work should aim to in-
crease the classification effectiveness for much larger music
databases.
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